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ODK Taps New Members

Dr. Irwin Oster

Eleven students were tapped
the College of Business; John M.
early this morning by members of
Myers, senior in the College of
Education; Stephen J. Meyer, senOmlcron Delia Kappa {ODK), the
men's national leadership society. . lor in the College of Business;
ODK also tapped two faculty memRonald E. Moor, senior in the
bers.
College of Business; Bruce E. Nyberg, senior In the College of
They are Dr. Irwln I. Oster,
Liberal Arts; Thomas B. Parrish,
professor of biology who gained
junior In the College of Business;
international recognition for his
H. Thompson Prout, junior In the
work In genetics, and Dr. George
College of Liberal Arts; RichHerman, assistant dean of Liberal
ard K. Slater, senior in the ColArts and associate professor of
lege of Business; and Harald P.
speech. Dr. Herman is also past
president of the Ohio Speech and Wyndham, senior In the College of
Liberal Arts.
Hearing Clinic.
Each semester ODK taps outStudents tapped were: Brian K.
standing men in one or more of
Dundon, senior in the College of
the following areas: scholarship,
Liberal Arts; James A. Korenowstudent government, publications,
sky, Junior in the College of Liberal
athletics, speech, music,drum a,
Arts; Michael E. Kuhlln, senior in

and the other arts.
Following is a run down on each
of the students tapped today.
m, S
SCHOLARSHIP
JAMES A. KORENOWSKY—International studies major with
a 3.8'J accumulative point average;
member of Phi Eta Sigma, freshmen men's scholastic honorary
society; student asslstantshlp In
history; University Honors program; Grand Lodge of free and
Accepted Masons Scholarship;
Varsity letter in lacrosse 19G6;
played freshman football and lacrosse.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Bond 'Misquoted1
In UPI Wire Story
Dr. James Bond, vice president of student affairs, has refuted a
United Press International (UPI) story stating that he told a group of
visiting high school students that the University is adopting a "get tough"
policy toward growing student demands. The article, sent over the
wires yesterday, said Dr. Bond had "turned thumbs down on the demands of students to eliminate all curfew hours and permit the consumption and sale of beer on campus."
"I said nothing about that at all," Dr. Bond told the News yesterday.
'The speech was a simple welsponsored tour of state colleges
coming address," he stated.
Saturday morning.
"Chances are we're going to
The UPI story continued: "The
do a lot about these problems,
University isn't looking for clean
and right now we're in the process
cut.good looking kids who are not
of deciding how to deal with them."
The "get tough" reference was willing to go through the painful experience of learning," Dr. Bond
a misquote, Dr. Bond said. The
was quoted as saying.
speech was a simple welcoming
The UPI also said that Bond
address,he said.
felt that Bowling Green has not
Dr. Bond was also quoted by
had the reputation of being a terUPI as saying "Bowling Green
ribly exciting or challenging place
State University is not in the busiin the past.but that all this is changness of making young people happy
ing.
and comfortable." This statement,
"This Is not going to be a place
he said, was not in reference to
to hide anymore," Dr. Bond said.
student demands. "I had just re"We are interested In young peoturned from a debriefing session on
ple who want to be challenged,who
the education conference that was
raise questions, who are confused
recently held at the University, and
and want answers."
the point was brought up that the
Dr. Bond said there are not very
educational climate of the Univermany truly exciting universities
sity is not necessarily one In
in the midwest, but Bowling Green
which young people will always
means to be one of them.
be comfortable or happy. I merely
"Even though we are a state
repeated this observation to the
university," the UPI story constudents," Bond told the News.
tinued as it quoted Bond, "It doesn't
The ten-minute speech was made
mean that we must conform to the
to 300 high school students
lowest common denominator,"
who were on a Cleveland Press

House Defeats Effort
To Cut Poverty Bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
defeated Monday a Republican led
* effort to slash $660 million from
the $2.06 billion requested by
President Johnson for the antipoverty program.
The 159 to 149 nonrecord vote
rejecting the cut was a surprising
victory for the House leadership
over the economy bloc that has
J* been dominating recent votes.
About 20 Republicans deserted
their party leadership to vote agalnst the amendment. One of
.hem, Rep. Ogden L. Reld of New
York, said the Republicans would
be turning their back on the poor
and destitute If they supported It.
g,
The House is expected to spend
two or three more days working

Snow Flurries
Cloudy and colder with occasional snow fluries today. High in the
middle 30s. Continued cloudy and
cold tomorrow.

on amendments to the bill before
putting It to a final vote.

Commuter Reps
Election Today
Elections for commuter representatives to Student Council are being held today at
the Commuter Center In the
basement of Moseley Hall.
The sevencandidateslnclude Allen R. Baldwin, Richard A. Newlove, Robert E.
Pear man, and Marlene A.
Purdy, who are running for
"In-town representative,"
and Douglas L. Selple, Larry
L. Karnes, and David L. Waggoner, who are running for
"out-of-town representative."
Voting time will be from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

MAINTAINING SECURITY ON CAMPUS . . .
ore University policemen like Cpl. Roger Swope, radioing headquarters.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: As a result of the recent publicity which the Campus Police have received,
from letters to the editor to open hearings, the
News is publishing an in-depth series on the police department. This is the first of the series.)

By JIM MARINO
Staff Writer
Misunderstood, criticized and underestimated: these
are the men and women who make up the University
security police force.
Fifteen officers, headed by a former state pollce"man, have the responsibility of protecting the lives,
property and civil rights of the University community,
both on and off campus.
"All my men are graduates from the Ross Enrlght
Peace Officers Training School In Penta-County.'sald
Spencer T. Calcamugglo, chief of security. "The officers also must have an American Red Cross rating
In first-aid,and be accurate with a firearm," he said.
A third of campus policemen are graduates of
the BCI, the Bureau of Criminal Investigation,New
London, Ohio, a training school respected by lawmen
as highly as the FBI Academy. Several other men
are graduates of the Institute of Applied Sciences,
Chicago, 111., and have earned other degrees on their
own.
There are photographic experts in the campus department, as well as skilled fingerprint analysts,
special Investigators, radiomen and marksmen.
Campus police work is not an easy job. It's one
made all the rougher through the lack of communications between the security forces and the people with
whom It deals.
"No one realizes our duties here," said Cpl. Glenn
A. Cook, on the University force for 12 years. "We're
not here to pick on people, we're here to help 'em,"
he said.
"We're middlemen," said officerMelvin R. Jones,
nicknamed "O.J.," here. "Take the closing off of
the Fraternity Row drive. We didn't request those
posts; the University Planning Commission did. We

were just following orders from higher up," he explained.
"A sympathetic attitude from the students is what
we need," mentioned Chief Calcamugglo in a Student
Council open hearing on the police system recently.
"We have our problems."
"With 5,000 cars on campus at any given time,
we're bound to have traffic problems," the chief said.
"But we'll find solutions to these and other questions
in due course."
Traffic problems, however, seem the least of the
worries of this department, now concerned with
changes in criminal law, making decisions on accident
victim's injuries at the scene,defining their jurisdiction, as well as answering a host of charges from
suspicious students.
"It's getting so I'm scared to make an ambulance
run," said Patrolman Richard E. Lead). "How are
we supposed to know if the subject isn't bleeding internally, or has other complications ?" he said.
"Sometimes, we're able to get a doctor from our
Health Center to come with us on some of the ambulance runs, but even he's taking chances when the
subject has to be moved. Nobody appreciates a problem
like this for us," Mr. Leady stated.
"We keep informed on changes In police procedure
when it comes to someone's Constitutional rights,"
said Cpl. Roger L. Swope of Cygnet. "In fact, when
we know someone has done something seriously
wrong, we hand him a list of his rights before questioning. He has the right to a lawyer, to remain silent,
and all the rest," he explained.
The best answer obtainable on the campus police's
jurisdiction comes from Capt. Achtermann.
"We have jurisdiction over most all University students on or off campus. Under certain circumstances,
the city police can make an arrest, but they always
notify us. Campus police can make an arrest off
campus,too. All that is necessary is for the arresting officer to summon the local policy agency and sign
the affadavit. That's all," he said.
It was explained by Chief Calcamugglo, however, that
the Highway Patrol has primary jurisdiction over all
state property, such as the University.
^Continued on Page :"
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Is It Newsworthy?
'But Mom, Midterms Don't Count'
The HG News attempts to cover within its daily pages
matters of campus, state, national and international interest.
We know that this is the only paper that many students have
time to read on a dav to day basis and for this very reason
we are hesitant to become merely a campus bulletin board.
In recent weeks however, the News has been increasingly
requested by campus organizations to give more and more
publicity to individual and group projects. While trying to
the best of our ability to accomodatc all the organizations
we must as any newspaper must, make the final decision as
to whether an item is in fact "'newsworthy."
Organizations could aid us in this by bringing to our particular attention only those matters that arc of real importance and news value, and by making those releases thut
they do submit attractive and well written. Such a release
is far more likely to attract the eye of the news editor (and
the reader.)
The News appeals then to organizations and campus
groups to decide for themselves whether the information
they wish to disseminate will be of general campus interest
or is really only an announcement to a select group about a
forthcoming event. If it is the former, the News will make
every effort to give it the publicity it deserves—if the latter,
there is always room for such an item in Campus Calendar.

By LYLE GREENFIELD
Midterms grades will be out In
a few weeks and it appears that
most of the teachers and profs
are in the process of informing
their classes of the criteria midterms will be based upon. For
freshmen, midterm grading seems
to be a matter of digital analysis — computer recording. For
upperclassmen, grades are primarily derived from the degree
of departmental Identity exhibited
by the student.
My philosophy Instructor, Mr.
Alex Afterthought, was the first
to m ake the announcement this week.
"Good morning class. Undoubtedly you are contemplating the conceptual Images In which I perceive
the Theory of the Midterm Grade.
Prophetically, only was Unformed
this morning that mid-term
grades, indeed, are entitles at
Bowling Green. In as much as
we have done no testing, nor shall
we, and In as much as we have
accumulated one short paper,
which I have long since misplaced,
let us consider it the epitome of
the Good that I bequeath proverbial S's for midterm grades."

To say the least, I was elated
at the prospect of getting an S
in Philosophy. Political Science
looked like a different story, however, as professor Zolak Allen
made his midterm grade announcement later that day.
"Afternoon class. Bet you
thought 'ole Lean to the Left,
Lean to the Right Allen was gonna'
cut today.
No go. Got some
grins for ya' 'bout the midterm
scene that'll blow your mind. Remember the three big tests? Well
forget 'em. I go on the degree
of radical noncomlttment.
I'll
put the whole bag on the board so
you can grove with It:
A — if you're Alienated completely
B — If you're Bored with
society
C — If you're a Conservative
D — If you're Delighted with
the status quo

"I'm Sure It Has A Lot Of Significance,
If I Only Knew What"

From Our Readers
Experience Needed
In the United States there Is a
greater opportunity (or education
and learning than In any other
country In the world. Students
here have more of a chance to be
aware of life, of philosophy, of
books, than anywhere else, and yet
the opportunity Is misused, the
challenge is burled In a system
which twists and turns In the mind
like a wisteria bush, killing free
thought, stifling free will, and
never allowing the realization of
the Innate desire to learn.
Here in Bowling Green, the student who enters aware of the wealth
of knowledge which may be found
In a university is instantly enmeshed in a mass of dress regulations, standards of conduct, and
"in loco parentls" for revenue's
sake. The luckier students are
those who have never been aware
of thought or freedom, but they
can settle back, safe In the shadow of the bureaucracy, and be
well protected while learning by
rote and memorization. In either
case the student, at graduation, Is
made ready to enter a world from
which he has been almost completely Isolated for four or more
years, a world he has not been
prepared for, but segregated from.
The student who has endeavored
to keep his mind open to his
right to individual action and
thought outside th« university is
forced either to bend in order to
beat the system, or break, and forget that freedom which is supposedly a basic tenet of American
thought.
I have been asked, after stating
these views, if I feel the university administration, the system,Is
out to thwart the student. This is
not true.
No large, sprawling
system can have the desire to
thwart an Individual simply because It Is too large and impersonal to be concerned with the
Individual. It Is, to a great extent, the student himself who lets
his lite be controlled. He becomes subject through his own
lack of experience In exercising
his freedoms or because he ignores them by choice. It is definitely easier to be regulated than
to decide.

In the end, mediocrity becomes
not only the norm, but the desired result. Adjustment and adherence to the old system are the
only means of survival and any
creative dissent is deemed "impertinence." Minds are lost forever. Aspirations are dimmed.
The opportunity Is tragically wasted.
Shall we always take rough diamonds and shape them into phonograph needles?
Christine Bleri
137 Prout

I was disappointed In the B-G
News* front page article of November 9th, "Classical Out 'Pop' In
Saturdays on WBGU-FM." I am
a steady listener of the station and
have found the classical music
programs of profound Interest.

While at the Infirmary, I was
only able to vaguely recall the now
twisted words of my Business
prof, Dr. Mathew Stat, who only
an hour prior to my admittance
to "emergency", spoke briefly on
midterm grades. Ah yes.

I believe the station does an
admirable Job in presenting the
enduring masterworks of western
music, and believe that the University radio station should continue
to present fine music. Nearly any
other radio station In the area
has all the "Pop" one would desire. If It is his fancy.

Alfred R. PrudHomme, Jr.
Graduate Student
Dept. of History

'' Hello people. Business is bussine ss, do or die, cut and dry.
Yo ho ho. Grades, ah yes. Take the
mean score of two thirds of your
first thirty quizzes, add ten points
to the remaining third, find
the mean of the total and you have
the mean and average score of
your fifty one homework assignments, let It count 1.35 times
In the total and average it with
the quizzes. Take- the average
of the ten major tests and let
It count .3 In the total ... find
the mean of the total and you have
your grade. In short, you all
got F's for midterm . That's
business! Ya, ya."

The
B-G
News
Serving A Growing University Sine* 1930
Roger Holliday, Editor

When I visited Mr. Sidney Stone,
the station manager, and his staff
to register my feelings on the
News' article, I found out from them
that the article was a gross misrepresentation of the station and
was an Incorrect fabrication of
facts which did not represent the
station correctly.

For such an article to be front
page news Is, I feel, regrettable and
Is an example of poor and Irresponsible repotting.

What the devil would my folks
think?
I'd even gotten tutored
but I simply couldn't catch on to
keeping score. And my midterm
grades didn't appear to be shaping up much when, the following
morning, I marched into my ROTC
class. General Dwayne Doberman
enter presently.
"I'm pleased to inform you proud
young cadets that you have all performed admirably on your drill
and ceremonies test. One would
conclude, then, that your midterm
grades are 'lookln' fine' , as you
sloppy worms might say out of
uniform. But ... not so. Many
of you received mud on your shoes
while drilling in Sterling Swamp
or elsewhere.
For you, each
demerit will lower you a letter
grade — that Is, unless you'd
like to work off your demerits
(an hour for each) by doing anything I tell you. Heh. And you
gentlemen with whiskers and long
hair, the Army doesn't go for this.
Count your demerits up,gentlemen.
Gruff."
I was talking to myself by the
time I walked into Speech class
and listened in shocktoMr. Langly
Lisp, my graduate Instructor, talk
about midterm grades.
"Tlth 1th a popularity courth,
gang. If you got a thporty fathade
and can be cool like me up h-h-here
you
rethelve
good
gradth.
Bathlcally, the thetht gradth
thticked cauth you didn't have
g-g-g-good flleth. You know you
can't tbtudy for thoth blathed
thlngth. Tetht gradth count motht.
Motht of you are In the D category. Th-th-th-thorry."

In Poor Toste

I believe the News' article was
In poor taste to represent the University radio station In such a
manner as to downplay the rich
classical programming, as the title
suggested, and to misconstrue the
facts.

F — If you have Faith
I do grade on Improvement so let's
be seeing some attitude changes
inyouROTC boys."
At best I would hope for Improvement In Political Science but
things didn't seem to be looking
too good when I later got the dirty
word In Physical Education class
from Mr. Julius Osborne III.
"You men thought that by slgnlr.'
up fer bowlln' you'd pass no sweat
jist by 'tendin' class. Haw, haw,
haw, hawk. Urp! Some fun. Few
'a you guys can't keep score yet.
Caught some you guys leavln' gum
In da' bowlln bawl holes. You
flunk.
huh.
'Dat means ya'
flunk gym fer da' semestah'. Which
means ya' don't graduate. I warned
ya"; you lose."

Rosemary Kovacs, Managing Editor
Mike Kuhlin, Editorial Editor
Robert Kramer, Issue Editor
Barry Suckman, Business Manager
Tom Hennings, Advertising Manager

§

Doug Pimley, Feature Editor; Tom Hine, Sport* Editor;
T im Culek, Photo Editor; Bill Donahue, Circulation Manoger;
Mike Argie, Classified Advertising Manager.
Telephone: 353-8411, Ext. 3344

%

The B-G News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular
school year, except holiday periods, and once a week during summer
sessions, under authority of the Publications Committee of Bowling
Green State University.
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other columns
in the News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the University
Administration, faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G
News. Editorials in the News reflect the opinions of the majority of
members of the B-G News Editorial Board.

The News welcomes letters
to the editor. Letters should
by typewritten and signed by
the author and carry his typewritten name, address and
phone number.
A* many letters as possible
will be published within the
limits of space, good taste
and laws of libel. The News
reserves the right to edit letters more than 300 words in
length.
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eeking Coalition?
CALIFORNIA

"Little Miss Everything," Shirley Temple Black, Is being accused
by her political opponent of starting a smear campaign In the race
for Congressman of the 11th California District Paul McCloskey,
has filed these charges with the Fair Campaign Practices Committee,
Washington, D.C. Miss Temple has replied with counter-charges
against Mc Closkey, stating he is using the smear charges against
her in an attempt to gain sympathy from voters before the Dec. 12
runoff election.

MEW YORK, U.N.
If Egypt and Israel were as tired of arguing as the American public Is reading about their arguments, a settlement might have been
reached by now.
However, the bickering continues in New York,
with both sides holding firm to no-compromise positions. Israel
refuses to listen to any proposal short of direct Arab-Israeli negotiations. Arab nations ask for a withdrawal of Israeli soldiers from
occupied lands before talks can begin.

VIRGINIA
President Lyndon Johnson was the unknowing victim of a lecture
Sunday from an over-zealous minister. A guest of the state governor,
President Johnson and party attended services at a small Episcopal
church only to hear the minister demand a "logical, straightforward
definition of Vietnam policy," from his visiting congregation. In a
written apology to LBJ, Governor Mills E. Godwin Jr., cited the
sermon a "grand example of bad taste." The offending reverend has
since taken shelter in his bishop's residence.

SAN FRANCISCO
A slip-up In Army egulatlons may have a poor Pfc. who signed
up for two years, star, his enlistment all over again. Joseph Allen
Smith received word from headquarters In 1965 that he was to stay
at his last place of leave, his home in Texas, until new orders were
Issued him. He waited 18 months without word from the Army. When
his enlistment was up, he went back to base to get his discharge and
was promptly "detained" by military police. His case Is now pending
in federal court.

More About

Police
(Continued from Page 1)
Most University officers were
outspoken when asked why they
carry guns.
"There's nothing unusual about
University policemen having weapons," said Chief Calcamugglo.
"I can quote figures which state
more than 50 per cent of American
colleges have armed police," he
answered at the Council hearing.
"A gun is for an officer's protection as much as it Is the
people he's paid to defend," Capt.
Achtermann commented.
"It's a little known fact here,
but our men have bank escort
duty, and the sums of University
money they guard are substantial.
We only believe in being prepared," the captain said.
"I can't remember an officer
drawing his gun in the line of duty
during my seven years here," the
chief said. "I'm not counting
the times they could have used guns
but refrained."
Radio calls from other area
police agencies can be heard at
the campus police station. Some
are messages for campus officers
to be on the lookout for armed
subjects believed near this area.
This the police add to their argument in favor of carrying weapons.
The chief added: "This department does not make profits from
the Issuance of parking tickets. We
simply gather the fine money and
send It to the Bursar's Office.
Where It goes from there, I don't
know," he said.
Though handing out tickets is
a popular rallying point for Indignant University
students, a
B-G News reporter on patrol with
a campus security squad car for
16 hours,witnessed the issuance of
only nine tickets.
"A ticket doesn't help anybody,"
commented Cpl. Roger Swope. "A
bawling out does a lot more good,I
feel,'' he said.
"I give out tickets, but only for
an obvious violation. And,what's
more, I find most of my violations are evenly distributed between students, faculty, and visitors," he said.
"We feel we're understaffed.so
we can't possibly catch all the
traffic violations," saldCapt. Achtermann. "An Ideal situation for
us would be to have two more men
on each of our three shifts, and an
additional patrol car. But that's
another problem."
TOMORROW: "On Patrol With
Campus Security."

SAEON (AP) - There are signs
that hardpressed Viet Cong leaders
may be preparing to seek negotiations with the Saigon regime with
the aim of setting up a coalition
government.
Newly captured Communist documents Indicate the Viet Cong are
trying to seize strategic areas and
thus put themselves in a stronger
bargaining position.
Allied intelligence reports appear to bear out this strategy,
a classic Communist maneuver.
South Vietnamese MaJ. Gen.
Nguyen Van Mann, talking with a
reporter, predicted: "The Viet
Cong will start negotiations soon."
Mann Is commander of the 16
provinces below Saigon In the 4th
Corps, which embraces the Mekong Delta, longtime stronghold of
the Viet Cong.
Mann said his prediction was
based on documents recently
seized by South Vietnamese troops.
One document disclosed Viet
Cong plans to infiltrate and capture two provinces north of Saigon and on the border of Cambodia.
The document was a directive
Issued by the Viet Cong's high
command, known as COSVN.Central Office of South Vietnam,based
in Tay Ninh Province.
This directive disclosed plans to
launch large scale attacks in Phuoc
Long and Blnh Long provinces by
Communist troops Infiltrating
from Cambodia.

The provinces would be occupied, the directive said, for the
purpose of entering Into negotiations with South Vietnam. During the period of negotiations,
according to "the plan, the troop
buildup would continue in both provinces.
If the negotiations failed, Viet
Cong troops in the two provinces
would be ordered to occupy Saigon, 60 to 80 miles to the south.
An allied intelligence officer,
commenting on this document,
said:
"This corresponds with
other reports about the Viet Cong
preparing for negotiations on a
coalition government."
As far
as could be learned, there have
been no approaches, either official
or clandestine, for such talks.
Moreover, the South Vietnamese, the United States and their
allies would be reluctant, If not
downright opposed, to undertake
such negotiations.
The allies would not be likely
to enter talks without the North
Vietnamese. The allies say Ho
Chi Minn's Hanoi regime controls
and directs the whole Communist
effort.
In addition, the allies would fear
that any coalition government might
follow the classic pattern of paving
the way for a full takeover later
by the Communists.
Recently captured enemy documents indicate the Viet Cong
are short of rice, the nation's
food staple, and have launched a

campaign to extract more rice
from areas they control. One document Instructed farmers in a Viet
Cong-dominated area to buy bicycles and use bicycle convoys
to deliver rice to designated points.
There have been reports also
that the Viet Cong has been buying rice at high prices In Cambodia.

Tom Hine Hurt
In Auto Crash
B-G News sports editor Tom
Hine was injured early Sunday
morning when the car in which he
was driving collided with another
vehicle.
Hine allegedly fell asleep at
the wheel, and his car crossed
the center line striking an auto
driven by William Heine of Masslllon. The accident took place
about 10 miles north of Athens,
where Hine had been assigned to
cover the Bowling Green-Ohio University football game Saturday.
A Junior from Seven Hills, Hine
suffered a wrenched knee and facial cuts requiring four stitches.
His companion In the car, a Miss
Elyse Grimm of Euclid, Ohio, a
senior at Wittenberg University,
sustained a broken foot along with
facial cuts and bruises.
William Heine, who was alone
In his car, escaped injury.
Damage to the autos was estimated at $500 each.

68
Oldsmobil©
Great
spot for
a sit-in.
You're looking at the
year's sweetest place for
a sit-in —Olds 4-4-2.
This is the scene:
Louvered hood up front.
Crisp sculpturing in
the rear. Rally Stripe ond
Custom Sport Wheels
available in between.

And what gleams beneath
that rakish afterdeck?
Two telltale flared^gxrjaust^
that give voice to a
400-cube, 4-borrel, 350-hp
Rocket V 8.
And look where you
live: in foam-padded,
bucket-seat comfort.

:

The center console is
also available, as is the
clock tach engine gauge
Roily PacAnd with all the new
GM safety features, including
energy-absorbing steering
column, 4-4-2 is the greatest
sit-in you ever sat in.

Drive a'youngmobile'from Oldsmobile.
V»--* i" I.WUl'S
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'Independents'
Form New Party
Another campus political party
has recently been formed at the
University.
The new party Is called the
Independent
Mobilization Party
(I.M.P.). It was created to give
Independent
candidates, those
who chose not to be tied down to a
preconceived platform, the opportunity for organized support,according to William N. Moes.chalrman.
"The Party will permit each
candidate to speak for himself and
to publicize, with party help, his
own Ideas. It Is the party's intention to create close contact
between the student body and the
elected representatives," Moes
said.
The leaders of the new party
expressed hope that greater Interest can be created In the student
with a campus party that has more
of a grass roots base.
Moes, along with the other founders, said he feels any candidate
who does not get a political party
to back him In a campus election
Is almost assured of defeat. Only
one Independent candidate was
elected In last spring's campuswide election.
Neither
liberal
nor conservative, the group would incorporate all political philosophies,

FOR SALE OR RENT
Part time cab drivers wanted.
Must be over 21 and have Ohio
chauffeurs license. Prefer married students.
Ph. Davis Cab
353-0481 for appointment.
New apts. ready for rent Dec. 15.
2 bedrooms, furnished or unfurnished, located 2 blocks from campus. Alr-cond. wall to wall carpet, drapes, refrlg, stove — call
Al Newlove. 353-7381.
1960 Mercedes Benz 180-D $425.
Call between 12-4. 354-2222.
Two girl room apt. this semester
2nd 8 weeks. Cooking near campus.
135 Ridge St. 354-6895.
Records-oldies 10,000 In stock.
Send 25? for catalog. Mail orders
filled. Record Center, 1895 West
25th St. Cleveland, Ohio 44113.
Ph. CH 1-0107.
Fender Stratocaster Guitar $115.00
and Eplphone amp $120.00. Good
condition. Call BUI, 318 Conklln.
For Sale: Stenorette transcribing
dictating machine. In excellent
condition. 353-9685 after 5.
2nd semester men approved
rooms.
Single & double.
Ph.
353-8241 after 3:00.
Brand new apt. 1/2 block to campus near Harshman. Now taking
applications for mature student
groups. Furnished or unfurnished
apts. to suit your budget. See at:
Univ. Courts 1451 Clough St. Rental office. Tele. 352-9345.
110 rooms, alr-condltloned, TV.
$135/mo. per room, 2 students/
room. 2 beds, shower-bath, 24
hr. switchboard and coffee shop.
Ample parking. Dining room with
dally specials. Ph. Stony Ridge,
837-5116 or Toledo 244-4701. Crystal Inn Motel, Toledo-Detroit Expressway and Interstate 75. Stony
Ridge, Ohio.

Campus Calendar

he said. "The Issues are not
clearly defined enough to Impose
a list of Ideas In a common platform that all candidates must support."
Before the formation of the new
party, the two campus parties were
the University Party (UP) and the
Campus Interest Party (CIP). Both
participated in last spring's election with the UP gaining a majority
of student council seats. Moes
believes that "noparty should have
a majority large enough to steamroller the minority. With three
parties, the chances are greater
that everyone will work together
for the Interest of the students."

Free University
Seminar In Relativity at 7 p.m.
today, Perry Room. Anyone interested but unable to attend call
David at 353-0205.
Meeting to discuss Marxism at
4 p.m. today, 203 Hayes. Discussion will center on the Communist Manifesto and biographical
material on Carl Marx.
Students For a Democratic
Society, Free University
Class on modern music at 6
p.m. today, 203 Hayes. Discussion
will center on Interpretation of
songs by artists such as Dylan,
The Byrds and Jefferson Airplane.
Those who attend are urged to
bring records or songs for discussion.

■■■■

Help Xmas Issue
The B-G News will have a special Christmas Issue on Dec. 5.
For this Issue, we are asking contributions from the students In
two ways.
First, those students wishing to write short stories in poems
or wanting to submit drawings having a Christmas theme, are
encouraged to do so.
Second, all dorm units and Greek houses sponsoring any events
for Christmas or having Christmas parties are asked to write
a short article on the activity.
All contributions should be addressed: Feature Editor, B-G News,
106 University Hall. They must be received by Friday, Nov. 17.

Classifieds
Get a lift out of life. Fly HalfFare on all major airplanes. See
your campus representative for
details. Rick Lydon - 220 KD
3446.
'.
I need old reliable car to run well
for two months, must be cheap,
please call MarcelloMarlaca ext.
3301, mornings before 11:00.
Muskrat wonders: What have the
Delt pledges done with their hair?
Maybe they gave it to Maddog for
retirement pension.
Commuters — For representation
with YOU in mind, vote Marlene
Purdy, In-town Representative to
Student Council.
Cheryl, Cutch - Thanks for being
such understanding roomies during
S.T.
Good luck, Carol! Lou
Vote Pearman for commuter rep.
Joe-DU-Stlll anxious to Drive Your
Car-Linda.
BOWLING GREEN FLYING CLUBOpen meetlng-Tues. Nov. 14, 7:00
p.m. River Room of union any
student or Faculty member welcome.

T^plnr"^"ta"my""hone:""pnr

354-8912
__ '
Bob"pearmM"fVr"Vtuden"co»mcii
_

Sherman blocks for Emerson Hefley Emmy. A Follower.
Creative Photography and Custom
Framing - Call - 353-5885. Gary
L. Barer Studio.
Tte'pWDVirAVtlverre'airy'swWGi'
The ^ Chi Pledges.
—
Long live the Old Libel! The
Alpha Chi Pledges.
——
——————-—-——
1 rider wanted to Northeastern
Pennsylvania - one way. Bill 3300.

Key
Contracts for organizations
wishing space In 1968 Key must be
returned by November 17. Any
organization president wishing
contracts or information should
contact Cindy Gaug, Key Business
Manager, #1 Hanna Hall, or call
2421 or 2721.

LANSING, Mich. (AP)~ The
state executive office confirmed
published reports that Go v. George
Romney will announce his presidential Intentions at the Veterans
Memorial Building In Detroit on
Nov. 18.
The governor told a news conference last Friday that he would
say Nov. 18 "whether or not I
will run."
Romney reportedly Is inviting some 600 key Republicans to
attend a breakfast at the Memorial
building.

Pomerettes
Meeting for Freshmen women
tryouts at 6 p.m. Thursday, 201
University Hall.

Sfioiu
cart' with
|

-lf*iLwiL

Flying Club
Meeting at 7 p.m. today, River
Room. All are welcome to attend.
Navy Information Team
Will be In the Union today and
tomorrow to answer questions and
explain programs.
Chemistry Dept.
Seminar, "Photochemistry of
Several Arene-dlenes", at 4 p.m.
tomorrow, 140 Overman Hall. Dr.
M. Pomerantz, professor of chemistry at Case Western Reserve
University, will conduct the seminar. All are Invited.
ZBT pledges - Thanks for your
pleasant surprise - the Delta Zeta
pledges.
Al Baldwin pledges an "open ear"
to commuters at all times. Elect
Al Baldwinln-towncornmuterrep1

olunksgiving
Thursday,
November 23

Hey apt. D, Columbl; thanks for
putting up with us and for putting
us up. 3 KD's plus one. It was
abash.

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Put a "NO" man In student council
vote Pearman.

(in the Union)

*\ do the

*•
°2V
p
***%? St&3i£

%

Guitar lessons!
352-5529.

Call Ken Oilman

Tootle and Mike: Congratulations
on your engagement. Linda I.,
Linda II., & Barb.

£""ual » ■»<»f *•» happening

Friday Nov. 17, 8:30 p.m. Open
to all unattached upperclass coeds.
For reservations and escort arrangement ph. 352-5756.

mummHK ■•■■ .

fly home confirmed
for 1/3 less
Mail this application TODAY.

Come in now for your
Christmas portrait

Young Adult Fare Plan Membership Application
lake Central Airlines. Weir Cook Airport, Indianapolis, Indiana 46241
Yes, I would like to take advantage ot Vi savings on the first-class
lare every time I tly Lake Central—without giving up the privilege ot
confirmed reservations. I enclose $10 for the membership seivice
charge for the entire year of 1968 ($5 for the balance of 1967) and
verification that I am under 22 years old. I understand that my identification card will be honored for all Lake Central flights with the
exception of flights on New Year's Day, Easter, Memorial Day, Labor
Day, Thanksgiving or Christmas, or three days prior to or following
these holidays.

Avoid the rush

WEISSBR0D STUDIO
Need A Winter Car?... Like Volkswagens?..

Kappa Sigma pledges say thanks
to the Chi Omega pledges.

Foreign student must sell very sharp, 1963 red Volkswagen
in almost new condition, perfect interior, very low milage,
brand new radio and very good tires, for only $950 (or take
over local bank loan).

I enclose: I I $5.00 for balance of 1967 [ I $10 for entire year of 1968
LI $15.00 for 1967 and 1968.
NAME

SIGNATURE

PLEASE CALL:

t

*k>

CONGRATULATIONS Peggy and
Lynn, Phi Psl Pinraates! Hopefully — Debbie and Galen.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Congratulations Little Sis CherylKoyal Green Pledges! Your Big

January Graduates
Deadline for applying for January graduation of Masters and
Ph. D. degrees is December 1.
Applications should be turned In
at 105, Graduate Center.

WANTED: 2nd semester apartment near campus. Must have
cooking facilities. Call room 25North, ext. 2717.

Ph. 354-9041 • 123 W. Wooster

SHAM - It took 3 years, but I
actually did, in real life, believe
It or not make it to your soccer
game'!' Me

To Tell Intentions

2 rides available to Florida Christmas break. Call 352-5056 after
4:00 p.m.

Student rooms for men - 3 blocks
from campus - private entrancekitchen-recreation room - phone
353-1705.

Dale: Now that you're 21 you can
Build that empire -- N.S.

Romney Prepares

MARCEL0 MARIACA

International Center
Ext. 3301
Mornings before 11:00; if not home, please leave message).

I

CITH

ADDRfSS-

STATE.

I

*lf»

HEIGHT,

-WEIGHT

DATE OF BIRTHj

COLOR EYES

(Z^ LAKE CENTRAL
the airline with a heart
:.,.....,-...,„...

O
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Traffic Fine Rules Altered By Court

Interview Schedule
November 27 toDecemberl
November 27
Associates Investment
Company,
A. B. Dick Company (Business Machines).
November 28
Arthur Young & Company
(Public Accounting),
Lucas County Health4 Welfare (Toledo, Ohio).
Roerlg Division of Charles
Pfizer (pharmaceuticals),
Marathon Oil Company.
The Y.M.C.A.,
Owens - Corning Fiberglass,
Central Mutual Insurance
Company,
New York Life Insurance
General Adjustment
Bureau (Insurance Adjustment),
Division
of
Vocational Rehabilitation,
State of Michigan,
Ohio Northern University
(School of Law).
*■
November 29
Plttsburg Plate Glass Company,
Manufacturers
National Bank ( Detroit, Michigan),
Aetna Life & Casualty,
The J. L. Hudson Compsny
(Retail In Detroit),
Owens - Illinois,
Continental
National
American (Insurance),
National Jewish Welfare
Bureau (New York),
U. S. Steel Corporation,
Upjohn (Pharmaceuticals).
November 30
Gulf Oil Corporation,
Scott Paper Company,
Union Carbide Corporation
(Chemicals, Batteries,
Plastics),
Vulcan Materials Company
(Construction Materials,
chemicals, Metalllcs),
E. R. Squibb
&
Sons
(Pharmaceuticals),
Burroughs Corporation,
Cooper Tire & Rubber
Company,
The Toledo Edison Company
Mony Mutual of New York.
December 1
Standard Register (Busslness Forms - Dayton, Ohio),
U.S. Department of Navy
(Civilian Personnel),
St.
Paul Insurance
Company,
Belden Corporation
(research & development . &
manufactures electric equip.)
Defense Contract Supply Agency.
School Listings November 27 to December 1
November 27
Cellna Public Schools, Ohio
(Southwest of Lima),
Tlpp City Schools,
Ohio (North of Dayton),
Allen County Schools, Ohio
(Lima Area).
November 28
Clyde Board of Education,
Ohio (East of Fremont),
Henry County Schools, Ohio
(Napoleon Area), also evening
7-10 p.m.
Defiance City Schools, Ohio
(Northwest Ohio),
Huron City Schools, Ohio
(East of Sandusky),
Wyandotte
Division
Of Vocational
Rehabilitation, Wyandotte, Michigan (South of Detroit),
Ohio Northern University
'(School of Law).
November 29
Napoleon City Schools, Ohio
(West of Bowling Green),
Wlllard City Schools, Ohio
(Southwest of Norwalk),
Sandusky County Schools,
Ohio (Fremont Area) Also
'Evening 6-10 p.m.
Gallon City Schools, Ohio
(West of Mansfield), Also
Evening 6-10 p.m.,
Akron City Schools, Ohio
November 30
Toledo City Schools, Ohio
Also Evening 6-9 p.m.,

Oregon City Schools, Ohio
(Toledo Area)
Lokota Local Schools, Ohio
(Near Fremont), Also Evening 6-10 p.m.,
Continental Local Schools,
Ohio (South of Defiance),
Wyandotte Board of Education, Michigan (South of Detroit).
December 1
Mercer County Schools,
Ohio (Wester Ohio in Cellna
Area),
Sylvanla City Schools, Ohio
(Toledo Suburb),
Garfleld Heights Schools,
Ohio (Cleveland Suburb),
Fulton County Schools, Ohio
(Wauseon Area In Northwest
Ohio).
FACULTY OPPORTUNITIES
Chapman College (Division
of International Education) In
Orange, California operates a
regular semester program on
board ship as students and
faculty travel around the
world. Teaching faculty with
the earned doctorate and experience are the prerequisites
to apply for a one semester
appointment on board the S.S.
RYNDAM. An announcement
outlining the courses offered
and the Itineraries for the
coming year has been received
In the Placement Office.
» • *
GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
GRADUATE ASSISTANTSH1P
ANNOUNCEMENTS
University of Maryland announces graduate assistantships In the residence halls
amounting to $2700 for ten
months plus remission of
graduate school tuition fees.
Admission to University of
Maryland Graduate School is
a prerequisite. Applications
welcomed from students in all
graduate programs of the University; particularly interested in individuals pursuing
Master's or Doctoral Degrees
in Student Personnel.
• * »
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa. has special education internships for Liberal
Arts Graduates. Two-year
program designed to train
teachers of retarded children.
On-the-Job training program
with regular salary of up to
$6500. Graduate Record Exam
required for admission. Upon completion of the program
the Intern is completely certified In secondary education
and special education and
Master's Degree Is awarded.
• • •
Washington University, St.
Louis, Missouri offers a Master of Business Administration Program. Applicants
must take Admission Test for
Graduate study In business. A
core curriculum In business
stressing breadth rather than
narrowness of preparation is
offered. Fellowships, Scholarships, and Assistant ships avallable ranging from $1800
to $2500.
• * •
University of California,
Berkeley. Space Sciences
Laboratory announces re-

search assist ant ships for
qualified graduate students.
It Is a multldlsclpllnary laboratory engaged In basic research in the physical, engineering, biological, and social sciences.
Assistant ships normally
$3,980 for half-time duties
during the academic quarters
and full-time during quarters
free from classwork. Stipends
range upwards from $7400
for eleven months, depending
on education and experience.
* • •
Contact the Placement Office for further information.
» * «
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
The Federal Government is
seeking applicants for 1968
summer positions In the following categories:
. Aids (Personnel,Political
Science, History, Etc.),
Clerks, Stenographers, Typists, Office - Machine Operators, and Aids (Laboratory,
Science and Engineering).
All applicants must pass a
written examination which will
be given at Bowling Green
at 9:30 a.m., Jan. 13, In 105
Manna.
All Interested candidates
must register with the Placement Office before December
28.
Further Information on the
test and the summer employment can be obtained by contacting Glenn Rosenthal, Assistant Director of the Office
of Career Planning and Placement Service.
» • »
PEACE CORPS WEEK
December 4 thru December
8 has been designated as Peace
Corps Week on the campus.
Please check with the representatives In the University
Union during this week for Information on the Peace Corps
and the date and location of
the Peace Corps Examination.

Japanese Want
Islands Back
TOKYO (AP) - More than 80
per cent of the Japanese people
want the U.S.-administered Kyukyu
Islands returned to Japan, the
Kyodo News Service reported on
the basis of a nationwide poll It
conducted Oct. 21-22.

CHURCH

SHOE

SHOP
131 South Main St.

ELECT

DICK
NEWL0VE
COMMUTER REPRESENTATIVE

Student Traffic Court has revoked the 48-hour rule on payment
of parking violations In favor of
a 96-hour payment period, Dan
Szucs, presiding Judge, has announced.
According to the revised fine
schedule, a student violating any
of the University parking regulations, meter parking excluded,
must pay the $3 fine ■ within four
days.
"After this time," Szucs stated,
"the fine rises to $5."
Parking meter violations call

for a 25 cent fine for the first
hour, $1 for the first 96 hours
and a $3 fine afterwards. All
other regulations which had fit
under the former 48-hour time
period have been changed accordingly, Szucs said.
The announcement stated, "It
Is the feeling of Student Traffics
Court that this change will enable
students to properly discharge
their fines within a more reasonable length of time, especially
those resident students who park
their cars In Lots 6 or 8."

Mail to:
INA Football Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 1901
Philadelphia. Pa. 19105
1

say

(write in the team you think will win)

will come out on top.

The final score will be
The winning team will make

first downs.

Name

class of

College or university
My address
Send it off. Nobody will bug you.

Wfaia

Rose Bowl
Weekend
for two
3 days and 4 nights at the Festival of Roses.
All expenses paid, including air fare round trip,
hotel, meals, sight-seeing and evening entertainment. Studio tours. Nothing to buy. No strings.
Runners-up win suit travel bags.
Just pick the winning team in the game listed
below. Fil! in the coupon and complete the tie
breakers. And mail your entry. Read the contest
rules and be sure to follow them.

UCLA vs USC (Sat., Nov. 18 )
There must be a catch? None at all. We're
sponsoring this contest in return for letting us tell
you about opportunities at INA —Insurance Company of North America. No one will bug you.
That's 11 promise.
This isn't the way most companies go about
college recruiting. But then we're not like most
companies.
Official Rules
1. Compile entry blank or facsimile by indicating winner
or tie. Also predict final score and number of first downs
of winning team.
2. Entries must be postmarked by Friday before game,
received by Friday after game.
3. Five winners per school will be determined each week
in random drawings from among all correctly answered
entries. In the event that there are no correct entries,
winners will be determined by random drawings from
among all entries received.
4. All winners will be included in final sweepstakes in
which 25 winners of trips for two persons will be determined by random drawings. (All judging is being done
by an independent judging organization.)
5. Contest is for full-time undergraduates and graduate
students of the school where this newspaper is distributed except emp'uyees of INA and their families.
6. Winners will be notified by mail. For complete list of
wmneri, send stamped, self-addressed envelope with
your entry.
7. Void where prohibited. All federal, state and local
regulations apply.

02^
Insurance Company of North America

NOV. 14

MOSELY HALL

!>.■ toni;iany th;il hiinjis \ou NCAA Kooihull on l"V
even Snlunlut
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More About

- News/ine -

Omicron Delta Kappa

Questions may be phonal in to the News office or may be submitted by moil. Newt office is located in 104 University Hall
and can be reached on either extension 3344 or 3383. Student
name and oddress must be included with all questions, but only
initials will be used.
Since the library faculty considers catering to graduate
students one of its duties, why can't they try doing a little
something for commuting students? Why can't commuters
reserve cubicles and desks for their belongings?
I have six classes tin Fridays and not a single place to
put my stack of books And what do I do when I have an art
project or biology prefect to carry? Or maybe the library
faculty thinks that I enjoy getting drenched when my umbrella blows inside out and I haven't a free hand to fix it
as a result of the overload? (J.R.)

Brion Dundon

(Continued from Page 1)

Library Director A. Robert Rogers says that "the original
plan was to reserve lok-moblles rather than research studies.
All lok-moblles have been reserved and a few special requests
for research studies have been approved. We are trying to keep
reservation of individual research studies to a minimum so that
as many students as possible will be able to use them."
In other words, J. R., you are out of luck this semester. Best
suggestion would be to drop all classes that require projects
or books, put in a bid for a lok-moblle for next semester or
try the new commuter Center in Moseley.
What does Newsline know about the marvelous band that
played at the Teddy Bear, Nov. 3 and 4? I have never seen
them at Bowling Green before but would like to know when
I can again.
(K.W.)
Could you tell me the name of the band that played at the
Teddy Bear on Nov. 3 and 4? There seems to be some confusion as to their actual name. I would also like to know
how it is possible to get in touch with them. There should
be more bands like them getting a break on campus. (T.B.)

That marvelous band is called "A Majority of Six" and all six
of the majority are Delta Upsllon members.
And since you,
T.B., are from the DU house and seem to be their press agent,
why don't YOU tell Newsline all about them?
Everywhere I look I read that tours of the library were
given at the beginning of the semester, but at <e time not
a word was said. Who should I see to make an appointment
for one of these tours so that I may be able to find my way
through the library? (L.S.)

Dr. A. Robert Rogers, library director, says that tours for
all Incoming freshmen were given on Sept. 18 and 23. Tours
for other groups are given on request by calling Neal Coll at
3473.

1

American
POW's
Return
NEW YORK (AP)— Three U.S.
Army sergeants returned to their
homeland last night after long
months of Communist captivity In
Vietnam. One of them had been a
prisoner of war for more than four
years.
The Viet Cong released the trio
over the weekend and they were
flown to Beirut, Rome and Paris
before arriving at Kennedy airport.
One of the three, M. Sgt. Edward R. Johnson of Seaside,Calif.,
was carried from the plane, strapped in a wheelchair. He has been
suffering from dystentery andmalnutritlon.
The others are S. Sgt. James
E. Jackson of Talcott, W.V'a., and
M. Sgt. Daniel Lee Pltzer of Spring
Lake, N.C.
"It's been a long trip, but I'm
glad to be home," said Jackson.
First off the plane was I'ltzer,
wearing only a thin raincoat over
cotton dungarees in the New York
chill.
"I'm very glad IO be home,"
he said. "I'm looking forward to
seeing my family."
It was Pltzer who spent the
longest period in the hands of
the Viet Cong—he was captured
In October, 1963. Johnson had
been a prisoner since 1964,and
Jackson was seized by the Communlsts.July 5,1965.
Jackson, wearing a civilian coat
over light cotton clothing, was
asked by newsmen to discuss his
treatment at the hands of the
enemy. He replied: "Not at this
time."

Stephen Meyer

'Pershing Rifles

Selects Sponsor
Mary Ann /lnia, a sophomore
in the College of Liberal Arts
has been selected a sponsor for
Company 1-1, First Battalion,First
Regiment of the National Society
of Pershing Rifles.
Captain Peter Varls, Company
Commander of Co. 1-1 stated that
Miss /Una's first expression was
surprise, bewilderment and then
joy when notified that she had won.
A Cool Summer?

RIO DE JANEIRO (AP)— The
government has decreed an extra
dash of cool for Rio residents
In the forthcoming below - theequator summer. It put a freeze
on prices of all soft drinks and
beer.

HARALD P. WYNDHAM--Philosophy and English major with a 3.75
accumulative point average; member of Phi Eta Sigma, freshman
men's scholastic honorary society; University scholarship recipient; Maude Carver Pym award
for poetry; published and edited
literary magazine "Stone Soup;"
columnist for BG News; minor
roles in the University productions "Our Town," "My Fair
Lady" and "She Stoops to Conquer."
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
BRIAN R. DUNDON— A math
and business senior with a 3.45
accumulative grade point average;
asslstantshlp In math; recipient
of the President's scholarship;
University Honors program; Phi
Eta Sigma, freshmen scholastic
honorary society; Kappa Mu Epsllon, math honorary; Student
Council representative as a sophomore; Sophomore Class Cabinet;
chairman,Alumni Relations Committee; Elections Board; Associate
Justice of Student Court.
BRUCE E. NYBERG— A senior
in History with a 3.49 accumulative
grade point average; asslstantshlp
In history; University Honorsprogram; Sidney Frohman scholar;
Phi Alpha Theta,hlstory hononry.
Who's Who In American Universities and Colleges; Representative to IFC; member of N.I.C.,
Student Council Parliamentarian;
Student Cabinet; University Appeals Board; Student Leadership
and Service Board.
RONALD E. MOOR-- A senior
in general business with a 2.98
accumulative grade point average;
University
Honors
program;
executive vice president of IFC;
Antaens (president); Sigma Nu
president; co-chairman on committee to set up M.A.C. IFCPanhel Conference '66; Who's Who
in American Colleges and Universities.
THOMAS B. PARRBH— A junior majoring in general business
with a 3.01 accumulative grade
point average; social chairman
IFPC; freshman, sophomore,and
junior representative to council;
student court prosecutor; University traffic committee; chairman
of commission on resident student
affairs; residence hall counselor;
symphonic band.
H. THOMPSON PROUT— a Junior In psychology with a 3.01

Michoel Kuhlin

Bruce Nyberg

.accumulative grade point average;
sophomore treasurer; president of
the Junior class; president of IFPC
'66; assistant prosecutor '66-'67;
IFC representative; American
Management Association Camp
Enterprise Scholarship.
PUBLICATIONS
MICHAEL E. KUHLIN— A senior in journalism with a 2.55 accumulative grade point average;
editorial page editor; past photo
editor; issue editor; columnist BG News; vice president SigmaDelta Chi, men's journalism honorary society; administrative vice
president to IFC; past Judicial
board member; Antaens;DeltaTau
Delta president; director of public
relations for Ohio confederation
of student governments; student
leadership and services board;
student orientation leader; Who's
Who In American Colleges and
Universities.
ATHLETICS
STEPHEN J. MEYER— a senior
In general business with a 3.23
accumulative grade point average;
lettered 3 years In varsity soccer;
alumni scholar 1966; Antaens representative to IFC; junior class
treasurer; senior class vice president; Theta Chi president.
RICHARD K. SLATER— a senior
in economics with a 3.33 accumulative grade point average;
asslstantshlp In economics; two
varsity letters forlacros^e.alumnl scholarship, varsity club.
THEATRE.ARTS
JOHN M. MYERS--, a senior
In speech and theatre with a 2.70
accumulative grade point average
best freshman actor 1965; Virginia Zullo Memorial Acting Awards 1966-67; first place-Men's
State Speech Tournament,Interpretatlon,1967; forenslcs special
work; member of Huron Playhouse
Company, 1965 & 1967, acting fel
lowshlp University of Maine Summer Arts F"estival,1966; Theta Alpha Phi, national theatre arts honorary society; actor in 25 University Theatre productions.
Initiation for new ODK members will be at 5 p.m. in Prout
Chapel tomorrow with a banquet
at 7 p.m. in the Holiday Inn.

Harold Wyndham

H.T. Prout

John MeyersI

Thomas Parrish

Ronald Moor J

James Korenowsky

Gas pains relieved by

Lou-LaRiche,
Volkswagen
"Service - Sales"
920 Plaza at Rt. 224 East
(opp. Findlay Shopping Ctr.)
Findlay, Ohio
Ph. 422-6424

Greenview Apartments
Still Has A Few Vacancies
For Second Semester
$235.00 For The Complete Semester
Includes: Furniture, Drapes, and all I'tilities
Based on 4 to an Apartmen'
Call Manager at 352-1195 or See Model
From 2 to 8 Daily.

"MR. C"
11

WHERE GOOD FOOD AND
GOOD FRIENDS MEET"

PHONE AHEAD FOR
FAST CARRY-OUT SERVICE
Ph. 352-6115

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

Richard Slater

Stand fast
in Bass Weejuns!
Ride il out . . . wait for Bass Weejuns* morcasms
at your nearby college store or shoe shop.
Only Bass makes Weejuns.
G. H. Bass & Co.,
Main St..
Wilton, Maine 04294.
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A Case' Of Outclassing The Foe
By GREG VARLEY
Assistant Sports Editor
They said It could be a tough
game.
But what the Bowling Green Hockey club did to Case Tech on Saturday would Indicate anything but
that.
Things didn't start out.though,as
the 11-1 final score Indicated they
imlght have.
Both teams scored In the first
period as the Falcons, after spending most of the first 20 minutes
skating around the Case net, finally
pushed one In with a shot by Tom
Hendrlx at the 13:40 mark.
But Case didn't let one goal
.scare them much. They got one
of their three shots of the first
period past Falcon goalie Norman
Thwaltes for their only score of
the game.
Case didn't get many shots than
that the rest of the time.
Thwaltes and TomGlllespie.who
took over goal tending In the second
* period, had only two saves.
Tim McCrone, Case goalie,
earned his letter as he had 58
stops for the day,with 24 lneachof
the first two periods.
The second period livened up
as the Falcons hit for two fast
goals.
Case spents Its time on the
defense again as the Falcons made
things so difficult for the Cleveland squad that their Icing of the
puck was looked on as a major
accomplishment.
Bowling Green was placed on
the defense for the first time of
the afternoon in the second period
as the Falcon goalies accounted for
one of their two saves.
Came the third period and Case
might as well have stayed off the
ice.
Starting early in the frame and
continuing till the end of those
last 20 minutes, the Birds hit on
'almost any kind of shot as they
pushed seven goals past Case net
tender.
Rob Dermondy hit the first two,
both on breakaways at 1:23 and

7:36. Bill Koniewlch.who was one
of the leading scorers with 3 points,
hit his goal for the day at 8:26.
One of the few returnees from
last year's squad, Pete Gllinson,
pushed the puck past the Case goalie at 14:21 with an assist from
Konlewlch.
Stamm hit for his second point
46 seconds later as he and Lindsay combined for Bowling Green's
ninth point.
Case didn't have much time to
recover from the sudden scoring
outburst as Connell's,assisted by
Jon Greene, scoredfor BG at 17:23.
A little over two minutes later
Akin scored his second goal of the
game, with Stamm assistant again,
to finally put Case out of Its misery.
And so the game ended with the
Case team heading back to Cleveland wondering what happened.
Jack Vlvlan.coach, is wondering
too—wondering Just how good his
goalies are. With a 58-2 advantage
in saves, he never did have a chance
to see.

Giles Gives OK;
A.L To Expand
CHICAGO (AP)—
National
League President Warren Giles
Issued a statenent yesterday which
he said was to clear the air as
far as the American League's expansion plans are concerned.
It said: "The major league rules
provide that before a major league
makes a commitment or takes any
official action to expand, its program will be presented to and
discussed at a Joint meeting.
The resolutions adopted by the
American I« ague on Oct. 18 and 19
providing for transfer of the Kansas City club to Oakland and for
expansion of the American League
to Kansas City and Seattle involves
a commitment and official action by
the American League prior to a
Joint meeting, which is contrary
to the rule.

Boofers Dive In,
Come Up Tied
By GARY DAVIS
Assistant Sports Editor
With only 2:10 remaining in the final quarter, Falcon booter John
Dohms lined up for another of BG's 10 corner kicks. This one however, had added Importance with visiting Ohio University holding a
slim 1-0 lead.
The kick was lofted high In front of the goal where the Bobcat
goalie reached to bring it down.
As he did a dive into the heavy
^traffic around the goal by a Falcon forced him Into the net, permitting Pete Farrell to score easily.
It may seem like a cheap way to get a goal, but It spelled a 1-1
deadlock for the Falcons who had completely dominated the contest
except in the scoring column, where OU Jumped to the lead with a
goal at 17:08 of that final period.
The two five-minute overtime periods produced nothing and the
game went down as a tie for the Falcons who are now 2-7-1 to the
Bobcats' 1-7-1.
ft "Unfortunately the final score was not Indicative of the level of
play," said Coach Mickey Cochrane.
The head tutor was disappointed at the tie outcome, but quite pleased
at the team effort. "In spite of more goals not being scored it was
our best effort of the year, with the possible exception of Miami."
In their finest offensive showing of the campaign the Falcons racked
up 32 shots on goal. The OU goalie did a tremendous Job of stopping
many of the shots, collecting 14 saves on the afternoon. Jim Brawler and Guenter Herold paced the Falcons with seven shots each.
John Dohms and Orest Wolynec followed closely with five and four
respectively.
"They had a highly rated defense, and I felt our offense did a good
Job against them," said Cochrane.
Meanwhile the Falcons were allowing the visitors only 15 shots
of which Gary Kovacs stopped four. The Falcons were never In
trouble except for a brief period in the final quarter when the Bobcats
.took advantage of an opportunity and scored an easy goal.
"We had tremendous speed and blocking," said Cochrane, "It
was our best defensive effort of the year."
Indicative of the hustle was the total of "hawks" racked up by
Bowling Green.
The tactic is to run through the ball and block it
on other occasions. The Falcons collected 88 hawks In the game.
Both squads battled to a scoreless tie at the half, but already the
Falcons were penetrating the strong OU defense. BG missed a penalty kick in the second quarter and a chance to take the lead.
• The Falcons continued to apply the offensive pressure In the third
and fourth quarters, but still failed to dent the scoring column. Late
in the final period the Bobcats then quickly went to work on the relaxed Falcon defenders.
Doug Clark took the ball deep to the right side and crossed It to
Don Clark lr. front of the goal. The latter Clark responded with the
first score of the game.
The pressure was then on the Falcons to score or lose a game
^they were masters of. The tally at 19:50 of the quarter was awarded
to Pete Farrell, who earned the Falcons the tie.
>

TAKE A SHOT . . .
Falcon icer Pete Gilinson fires a shot during Saturday's 11-1
romp over Case Tech.

PORTRAITS BY

HOWARDS

Rugby To Start At BG
A sport long noted as one of
the most popular In England is
about to make its debut on campus.
Played at Michigan State and
in East Coast schools the sport
has begun to catch on in other
universities throughout the country.
Like hockey, the team would
first be placed on a club basis
with Maury Sandy.dlrector of lntramurals, helping In the forma-

tion and with the furnishing of
equipment.
Originators of the Idea Ken Prltchard and Larry Dufresne will hold
their first meeting sometime this
week in Memorial Hall. Watch
the News for the date.
Anyone Interested is welcome
to attend the meeting.
For further information contact either Mr. Sandy In Memorial or Dufresne and Prltchard In
Rodgers.

4321/2 E.Wooster
See Us For Key
King & Queen
Photographs

354-5702

Guess

who forgot
his NoDoz
Even NoDoz couldn't help this guy. But it can help you, when you're overstudied or
underslept-or in any situation where your attention wanders and your eyelids begin to droop. It can happen to anyone. When it happens to you, pop
a couple of NoDoz. NoDoz really works to help you stay alert.
NoDoz is non habit-forming. Wherever you're going, take NoDoz
along for the ride.
THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY ALERT.

-The BG News, Tuesday, Nov. 14, 1967
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Falcons Xleved' By Bryant, 31-7
By TOM HINE
Sports Editor
ATHENS—Superman was here
Saturday.
At le.ist that's the way it looked
to those that saw Cleve Bryant
pick Bowling Green apart,using
every weapon but x-ray vision to
post a .!l-7 victory.
All who had listened to the rave
notices on Bobcat quarterback
Bryant and migrated south to see
the soph whiz were not disappointed
as he helped 01" cop half the MAC
crown.
"He makes the difference In that
team," said a dejected BobGlbson
after the game. The Falcon skipper saw the BG record fall to 2-4
in league action, and 4-4 overall.
'Bryant Is a real good quarterback," Gibson went on. 'He can
do so many things and hurt you
so many ways,"
Bryant had proven him correct on this sunny but cool day
In Athens.
Starting In the first half, the
Canton Glen wood product gave a
good Indication of what was to
come--a long,long afternoon for
Bowling Green fans.
Completing six of eight passes
In the first two periods, Bryant
engineered three scoring drives.
At Intermission It was 17-7, the
BG score coming with seven seconds remaining in the half.

Ohio took three points In their
first series of plays as place kicker Bill Patakl cleared the uprights from 23 yards out.
it had taken the 'Cats 13 plays
to get within distance, the score
coming at 7:40 In the first quarter.
In the second stanza Bryant and
Company fiddled around for six
plays starting on their own 32,
but it didn't take long for the
serious stuff to begin.
With a second and nine situation, Bryant dropped back and
calmly lifted a 40-yard bomb to
split end Todd Snyder for a score.
Coupled with Patakl's extra point,
it was now 10-0.
Make that 17-0.

The next time OU got the ball
It took them (or more specifically,
It took Dick Conley) Just five
plays to pile on six points.
Conley carried four times and
totalled 36 yards In the drive, Including a touchdown scamper of 12
vards. Patakl was again on hand,
and as we said, It was 17-0.
Bowling Green's rusty offense
finally swung Into gear in the waning moments of the half, as P.J.
Xyltray moved the team 71 yards
In less than four minutes to post
the touchdown.
Relying on quick down-and-out
passes to ends Jim Hodaklevlc and
Eddie Jones, Nyltray conserved
his time, finally throwing for the

points from the three yard line.
Eddie Jones made the catch, Jim
Perry kicked the extra point,and
It was 17-7.
The Bobcats managed two moretouchdowns after th»- half, "and
again the chief culprits were Bryant and Conley.
Using the strong outside running
game of Bob Iloumard and Conley,
OU worked Its way to the one-yard
line,and Bryant took It in.
Patakl tacked on the conversion
point for this period quarter score,
and made It 24-7.
A punting duel took up a solid
share of the remainder of the game.
Ohio was good for seven more
points, though, as Conley got a
touchdown on another one yard effort midway through the final period.
Patakl's extra point finished the
scoring for the afternoon—as well
as BG.

•

OU- Pataki, 35-yard field goal
OU-Snyder, 4-yard pass from
Bryant (Pataki kick)
OU-Conley, 12-yard run (Pataki kick)
BG--Jones, 3-yard pass from
Nyitray (Perry kick)
OU -Bryant, 1-yard run (Pataki
kick)
OU-Conley, 1-yard run (Pataki
kick)

2£inesi&Mr
GOTCHA AT LAST. . .
Bowling Green's defense finally gets its mitts on the elusi ve Mr.
Cleve Bryant during third quarter action. Roger Schmidt i s on the
tackle. (Photo by Pete Hess.)

I 'We're Back'-Hess

THE COACH-Bill Hess plots
strategy in Saturday's game.
Photo by Pete Hess.

Wafer Polo Ends
In Tie For BG
Bowling Green's varsity swim
team played to a 7-7 tie with Ohio
State's swimmers Friday In the
falcons' first water polo match.
Playing at the Buckeye's pool,
the 1- alcons were lead by Mike
Schoenhals, andDuaneJastremskl,
who each scored twice.
Dick
Hubbard, Tom Williams and Bill
S v. an son also tallied for BG.
Ohio State opened the scoring
early with a pair of quick goals,
but by halftlme Bowling Green
managed to more than make up for
It as they held a ".-4 edge.
BG's reserve team took a 4-2
win, as Tom Glennon scored twice
a/id 1 rank Blondo and Pat Mononan managed one each.
Varsity swimming coach Tom
Stubbs said that the meed Indicated "the start of bigger things
to come for water polo."

By TOM HINE
Sports Editor
ATHENS, O. -- A happy man, Bill Hess.
Two years ago the Ohio University coach was
looking up from an 0-10 season and wondering just
how long It would take to put the Bobcats back on
top.
He found out Saturday.
Standing In the OU locker room, Hess was the
picture of satisfaction — dripping wet from the traditional shower that coaches inherit after winning a
championship, with the game ball tucked safely away
under his right arm.
"We made it back," grinned the 44-year-old
Hess, now In his tenth season at Ohio. "We said we'd
be back from that 0-10 season of 1965, and we are."
Perhaps the key man throughout the year for this 5-1 crew of Cats
was the sophomore quarterback, Cleve Bryant. He, too was justifiably pleased at the outcome of Saturday's game, and the 1967 MAC
standings as a whole.
"Nobody was going to stop us today," confided Bryant after the
game. "We were just too far gone -- we had too much at stake to
blow it today."
And though Hess called him "the big man," Bryant refused to call
the 31-7 shellacking of Bowling Green his best game.
"It was satisfying, I'll say that," laughed Bryant. "This game was
a great climax to the season, but I don't think It was my best game."
"Course, now that I think of it, I don't know what game I WOULD
call my best," he said.
But Bill Hess wasn't worrying about individuals today.
"This was a team effort all the way," Hess said. "This and our
Kansas game were probably the biggest and best games of the year.
"But this one," continued Hess, "this game with Bowling Green
was the big one. This was our goal, our ultimate desire.
"This game today was for all the marbles — and winning the MAC
is the Important thing."
Across the field In the Falcon locker room,a quiet Bob Gibson talked
about this Ohio U. team.
"It's just a real good ball club," said Glbby. "They've done a
very good job of replacing key men over the past couple years, and
now it's paying off."
Gibson refused to say whether Ohio or Toledo, co-holder of the
league championship, is the better team.
"I Just couldn't say," he admitted. "I'm not hedging — I Just don't
know who Is better. They're different types of ball clubs, and It's
hard to compare them."
But you don't have to ask anyone from OU who has the better team.
They know they're number one.

Frosh Skin Miami
OXFORD,O — Bowling Green's
freshman football team turned In a
14-6 wlnoverMlamlyesterday.with
defense playing the featured role.
The i-alcons took advantage of
an early gift by recovering a fumble In Miami's end zone. Bob Simmons fell on the ball, and Tom
Kahn kicked the extra point.
At 14:21 in the third stag, Redskins quarterback Archie Strlmmel carried around right end for a
four yard TD.
An Intercepted pass turned In
by I.arry Kelly scored the first
points, and along with the conversion, It ended up 14-C.

BiC Midium Point 19a

BiC Fin* Pomi 251

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
mi's rugged pair of
Stick pens wins a«ain
in unendini! war
niiainst bull-point
skip, clou and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. Ami no wonder.

"Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clou
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
IIK: Duo at your
campus store now
IIK'S

ROUND THE CORNER . . .
Halfback Bob Zimpfer cuts
around left end against Ohio
University.

?«

ANOTHER YEAR OF
COMMUTER PROGRESS"
ELECT

AL BALDWIN
IN-TOWN REP.

W«IfRM«N IIC PEN CORP
Muro«0 CONN

